Locking Cap Designs Improve Fatigue Properties of Polyaxial Screws in Upper Extremity Applications.
This study sought to examine fatigue characteristics of 2 polyaxial locking screw designs: locking cap (LC) and cross-threaded (CT). The goal was to compare LC and CT implants at 0, 10, and 15 degrees of angulation to determine the effect of locking mechanism on screw-plate interface failure. The hypothesis was that LC implants would have superior fatigue properties in comparison to CT designs and that increased angulation of the screw would have a negative impact on the fatigue life of CT implants, but would not have any effect on LC implants. A total of 72 screws were tested in 4 upper extremity implants. Implants were subjected to cyclic shear loads and subsequent ramp to failure. Performance characteristics were statistically compared using nonparametric statistical methods. Fatigue testing demonstrated that LC designs were consistently able to sustain a significantly higher number of cyclic loads than CT designs. There were no significant differences in the number of cycles sustained by LC designs because of changes in screw angle, but CT implants exhibited decreases in screw stability with increasing angulation. Likely because of the spherical screw head geometry, LC fatigue characteristics are not influenced by the orientation of the screw relative to the plate. Application of an LC in the operating room requires additional time, but provides significantly more robust fixation of the screw, especially at oblique angles to the plate and provides a more predictable and consistent biomechanical result.